Red Onion Ride Review and Photos
On Saturday morning May 17th , 52 excited members met at the departure
point on another beautiful Arizona morning for the 3rd Saturday of the month
Day Ride, The Red Onion Ride.
The riders were welcomed by Ride Hosts, Phil & Leslie Jensen. Following an
excellent informative pre-ride briefing, by Phil & Leslie, the members were
directed to one of the three pre-assigned riding groups in preparation for
departure.
The groups enjoyed the delightful morning temperature and beautiful scenic
ride up the Bee Line Hwy. The riders made a gas/bio stop in Payson and then
it was up Arizona Hwy 260 toward Heber-Overgaard.
The traffic was light, the weather was clear and cool and the scenery was
fantastic, it was a great day to be out on the bikes. When the riders arrived at
the Red Onion Restaurant in Heber-Overgaard, the friendly efficient staff
were ready for us as we were directed to a reserved dining room. Beverages
were delivered quickly, as the servers took lunch orders and soon the room
was filled with an assortment of delicious lunch selections.
The Red Onion is noted for their famous BBQ burgers, and most of the
members opted for the burgers and they were not disappointed, they were
great.
As the riders were finishing up their lunch, Leslie made the rounds with a
yummy assortment of cookies for everyone’s enjoyment. Following lunch, the
riders gathered into small groups for the open return ride home, with a stop
in Payson to top/off, hydrate, soak up the cool snakes and cool vests in
preparation for the return to the warmer temperatures in Phoenix.
All of the participants would like to thank Ride Hosts Phil and Leslie for
planning and hosting this really Enjoyable 3rd Saturday Ride.
Thanks guys it was great…

